Introduction
In processing of intelligence information, usually, the description of things is possibly qualitative explanation or expression of data; Characters expressed are hierarchical or out-of-order; Therefore, the attributes of database may be divided into two kinds: One is continuous (quantificational), they express some observable natures of objects, their values takes from some continuous region, such as, temperature, length and so on. The other is the discrete (qualitative), this kind of attributes are expressed with language or discrete values. Mostly, a database has contained both continuous attributes and discrete attributes. The continuous attributes discretization is a very important question in KDD. There are three kinds of discretization: based on whether the discretization has used category mark, the discretization may divide into the supervise discretization and the non-supervise discretization [4] ; Based on whether the discretization time is different, the discretization may divide into the global discretization [1] [2] and the local discretization; Based on whether consider the mutual influence between the attributes, may divide Author name / Procedia Environmental Sciences 00 (2011) 000-000 into the static discretization [3] and dynamic discretization [5] [6] . In view of the continuous attribute discretization, domestic and foreign scholars have proposed many methods, including the equidistant division method, the equal-frequent division method, the statistical method, the information entropy method and the clustering method, and so on. All of these methods divide the constitution space of attribute into finite number regions by way of the selected break point, and label each region with mark.
In this paper we propose an improved method of discretization of continuous attribute. The algorithm is divided into two parts. First we cluster data using the method of hierarchical clustering, and adjust dynamically the number of cluster according to the level of consistency of decision table, then form the initial division of each continuous attribute. Second merge adjacent region based on entropy, without affecting the level of consistency of decision table, it reduces the number of discrete regions.
Description of Discretization Question
A information system of database can be expressed by a quadruple
, where U is a finite set of object example, namely universe; A is attribute set, 
,where
The original information system is substituted by a new system. after discretization.
The Definition of the Level of Consistency of Rough Set
We assume 
expresses an information function, it is the set of value of attribute, it appoints each value of object of U . C L , the level of consistency of decision table, is defined by:
denotes object set of U that can be divided correctly, base on the classify C U , and added in the equivalence class of D . And X C _ is lower approximate set of X .
The Measure of Entropy of Discretization of Data
Let S is a set of s samples, and suppose the attribute of decision is the attribute of class label with 
Hierarchical Cluster
When sample set
is known, we need to obtain counts C of final cluster, the steps of hierarchical method are:
, they satisfy
3) Merge i R and k R , then deletes i R ; 4) Delete i from the index set I , if the cardinal number of I is equal to C , the method is terminated, otherwise go to 2).
Improved Discretization Method of Continuous Attribute
The method of discretization mainly divides into two parts. First, the initial division of the continuous attribute is carried on through hierarchical clustering. In the course of clustering, the level of consistency of decision table is computed after the division of cluster, so that the number of cluster is adjusted dynamically by the level of consistency. The second part's main goal is to reduce the number of discrete region. Above all, we merge adjacent regions of zero entropy of each attribute, because this action doesn't affect the level of consistency; If the level of consistency is still bigger than the primitive level, then gradually merge a pair of neighboring regions of the minimum entropy, until the level is equal to the primitive level, this process is simultaneously carrying on to all attributes. Consider influence of noise and disturbance, after the discretization, the level of consistency of decision table may be slightly less than that before discretization, then supposes the primitive level of consistency of decision table is added a very small numberδ on the post-discretization level of consistency of decision table, namely
.The detail is as follows: First step: a) Assigns the decision system
, and supposes the number of condition attribute of C is n, it means that the condition attribute is n dimensional, and appoints the number of initial classification of each condition attribute 
Conclusion
This paper proposes an improved method of discretization of continuous attribute. First carry on hierarchical clustering guiding by level of consistency of decision table, forms the initial division of each continuous attribute. Second merges adjacent ranges based on the entropy without affecting the level of consistency of the decision table. The method has been used in the data preprocessing of our research project of provincial educational committee, it works well. The practice has proved the validity of this algorithm.
